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DC ~PIRGCites EmploymentDiscriminat~on·
By DC PIRG
,.The Newsworkssurvey of 20
Last May the now-defunct agencies revealed that 75% of
Washington Newsworks ran a t~e agencies were willing to
series of articles which focused _accept a racially discriminatory
attention on the District's emp- . job offer and that 95% of the
loymentagency industry .. The ..agencies were willing to accept.
articles merely confirmed what job order that discriminated by
most consumer advocates have sex. The Newsworks.articles,
known for a long time-that
written by Richard Pollock and
discrimination is pervasive with- .Fran Moshos, 'highlighted an
in the-industry and that too ",astounding repertoire of decep. many employment agencies have tive practices. Research byDC
been able to exploit, desperate PIRG has confirmed the Newsjob seekers for excessive fees works report which also identiwhile rendering a' service offied
the following problem aquestionable value.
'reas:
"The response to the News- 1) "bait and switch," atype of
works article from the D.C. "misfeading advertising. The adGovemmentwas
initially en- vertised "bait" is a "fee-paid"
couraging, filled with assurances, job in a glamorous setting such
of action from all quarters. City as Capitol Hill. The job mayor
Council member John" Wilson may not exist. At any rate, the
introduced comprehensive new newspaper ad js used to lure
regulations. James Baldwin, Di- job-seekers to the agency, where
rector of the D.C. Office of they will be switched toa less
Human, Rights, and James attractive typing or clerical job
Hilliard, Supervisor of theSpewhere they might be required to
cial Operation branch of the pay a fee of 10% of their first
Office of Licenses and Permits, year's salary or more.
..
both promised immediate atten2)' "high pressure sales techtion to the, problems. At this niques" ~the basic problem is
point, more than nine months that almost all .employment
later, DC PIRG has discovered agency counselors are paid on a,
there has been little progress.
commission basis and. are under·:

pressure to place applicants in
. any job they can (whether it
appeals to the applicant or not).
This gives rise to practices such
as "breaking down" the applicant-c-a combination of belittling the applicant's desirability
as an employee and stressing the
difficulty of the job market.
Often this technique (which was
confirmed .through interviews
with current or former .personnel) is accompanied by sending
.the applicant to series of interviewsfor jobs for which he or she
is ..' clearly unqualified. After
meeting with a series of rejec'tions, the demoralized job-seeker is usually ready to accept
whatever job the agency has
available.
3) "unconscionable profiteering"-a
1974 survey of 40
D.C. Agencies by" the D.C.
Commission on the status of
Women revealed that agencies
charged fees ranging' from a low
of 2% to a high of .25% orthe'
first,
year's . salary.
Half of, the 40. agencies require
that these fees be paid in full
within 2 weeks, a difficult task
for someone who might have
been job-hunting for months.

4) . contract irregularities-the
the employment agency issue
most serious of which are that "almost immediately." When
many counselors don't explain contacted by DC PIRG at the
exactly what the applicant is end of November, Hilliard stated
obliged to by signing the cont- that he "never said that," and
ract: when they have to pay a that in any case his office does
fee. how much, refund provi- not make independent investisions, how long they are obliga- gations without official com-,
ted to the agency, etc... .
. plaints. :
All of these problems continue
"While the Office of Human
unabated. Even Councilmember . Rights has made an initial
Wilson's bill, on which hearings investigation of the allegations
were held, has received no of discrimination, the .effort
action. Thebill, patternedafter
appears to have been a waste of
Oregon'semployinent
agency time. According to OHR Direcreforms, was.strongly. supported
tor James Baldwin, depositions
by DC PIRG.
were obtained from "10 or 15",
Wilson reintroduced the bill of the 20 agencies surveyed by
in January and his staff has said Newsworks. Baldwin stated that
.there will be a roundtable dis- the depositions gave examples of
cussionregarding the bill. But blacks or women that the
even if the legislation is passed, agencies had placed in jobs, and
the response of other D.C. that a limited investigation by
government agericies
which his staff had confirmed the
.would share some of the respondepositions.
sibility for enforcement leaves
"Based on the information we
one wondering if the situation is- received, the story [in .Newsever going to improve.
works] was unfounded," stated
In May, James Hilliard, the Baldwin. However, the NewsSupervisor of the Special Opera- works charge was not that the
dons .branch. of the Office of - agencies refuse to deal with
Licenses and Permits, was quo- blacks and women, but that they
ted by Newsworks as stating that
accepted racially and sexually
his office would be looking into
to pg. 8
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NLG Hits Rights Comm, ~ SBA Debates
, Eight people who had.charged tomers who challenged the discriminatory practices. '
a gay Wash., D.C. superbar with management's admissions po-: / The Commission's order and
racial and.sexual discrimination licies were ordered to leave the decision represents a substantial.
won a judgement againstthe bar bar 'or be threatened with victory for Washington's black
, for $6,250 in damages. The 8 arrests. One customer who and female gays as well as for
complainants were represented protested the policies was shoved the community' as a whole. The
by National Lawyers Guild staff and others were verbally abused action is the culmination of
attomey Joe Stewart and other or threatened with .physical nearly Syear~ of legal and
political work by various gay
members of the Guild's Anti- 'violence. In addition to awargroups and individuals against
Sexism Committee. The deci- ding damages and- attorney's
.sion, which was handed down by . fees the Comm. ordered the discriminatory practices in a
to pg. 4
'
Grand Central to stop its
the D.C. Commission on Human
Rights on January 31, 1977, was
based on complaints that InterA one-day workshop on sex discriminationin employment will
co, Inc., operators of the Grand
be held Saturday, March 12, from 10 a.m. to ,3-p.m. at George
Central Bar & Restaurant at 901
Washington University in the Marvin Center ballroom, 21st and
New Jersey Ave., SE, had a,
H Streets, N.W. Registration is $1 at the door. The event is
deliberate and widespread policy
sponsored by the D.C. Women's Law Coalition.representing
of excluding women, blacks and
women law student organizations from six area law schools.
. whites accompanying blacks.
The workshop will feature panel discussions by women in key
positions in government agencies, labor organizations, policy
During a 22 month period in
study centers, and private law practice. The topics covered by
1974 and 1975, 31 persons filed
the panels will include; historical development of women in
complaints or affidavits with the
various employment situations; an assessment of anti-discrimiD.C. Office of Human Rights
nation laws, policies, and enforcement mechanisms; current
charging the Grand Central with
litigation strategies; and recent developments such as women in
discriminatory practices, includnon-traditional jobs and problems of reverse discrimination.
ing refusing to admit blacks and
The six law schools participating in the D.C. Women's Law
.women, and charging blacks
Coalition are American University, Antioch, Catholic Univerand women admission fees while
sity, George Washington University, Georgetown University,
admitting white males free. The
and Howard University.
complaints described how cus-

At its meeting on Wednesday
night, March 2, the Executive
Council of the Student Bar
. Association unanimously deci- ded to provide a public forum in
which individuals may air differing points ofview and respond to
questions regarding four important issues' facing the National
Law Center. The SBA proposes
that-this
public forum and
debate take place on Wednesday, March 23 at 4:00 p.m. in
room 10.'
Professor
Banzaff . has
brought to student attention the
charges of a fellow, faculty
member that the Law Center has
practiced sex discrimination in
faculty hiring. In addition,
Professor Banzhaf revealed that
there may be serious problems
with the anonymous grading
system. These allegations go
directly to the heart of two very
critical faculty functions.
In the February 15 issue of the
Advocate, Melvin Marshall, the
Vice-Chairman of the Black
American Law Studentassociation (BALSA), accused the faculty of racial discrimination in
grading. Mr. Marshall will be

present to explain the basis of
these very serious charges.
Finally, the SBA has been
informed of a proposed faculty
censure of the Advocate. Interested faculty and students have
expressed . the belief that the
closed doors of a faculty meeting
is not the appropriate forum for
censure of a school newspaper,
Intelligent and responsible differences of opinion between the
editors of a' paper and the
reading public is the essence of a ,
stimulating editorial page. Constructive criticism would be
appreciated in the form of a
letter to the editor.
The SBA wishes to maintain
an impartial posture regarding
these- difficult issues, yet feels
that the student body and other
interested parties should have
access to all the facts. Members
of the faculty and administration are invited to express their
views in a candid discussion.
Anyone else who feels that they
can representatively discuss an
important facet concerning one
of more of these issues should
contact John Beardsworth in the
SBA office.
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Editorial

Constitutional Law:

buted in advance. One reaso!1
for the rule is simple and IS
At the most recent faculty meeting, Prof. Weaver proposed
.based on an elementary princicensuring the Advocate editors for lacking a "high level of effort, -: What btietter waY for la;
pIe of fairness and due process.
editorial judgment, and concern for accuracy."
,
school pro essors to demostra e If a person and/or institution is
We are sure that what really concerned Prof. Weaver were several their understanding
and deep
going
to be attacked
and
articles in the last Advocate, most particularly an article by Prof. concern for the spirit of the
perhaps censured, they s~ould
Banzhaf discussing charges of discrimination
at a prior faculty
rights protected
by' the u.s. be accorded the opportumty to
meeting. Prof. Weaver was also displeased by an article by Melvin A. Constitution
than to propose
know about it beforehand,
and
and debate resolutions
which
have an opportunity to attend,
Marshall alleging racial discrimination at G. W.
.
seem to fly in the face 'of these
and to explain or defend. No
While we appreciate Prof. Weaver's concern, we don't see principles?
such. notice' or .opportunity was
anything wrong with printing articles of opinion as long as the
At its most recent faculty
extended to the Advocate, alperson who wrote the article is identified and it is clear that the meeting the following resolution
though
the resolution
would
article is expressing an opinion. Editorial judgment Consists of that, was offered:
have condemned
it for "low
of making sure the article is somewhat responsible, of making sure
qualitY," lack of editorial judgThe Faculty of the National Law
the article is written in a sufficiently clear manner for the author's
ment,
less than 'adequate conCenter
expresses
to
the
Editors
point to come through, and of providing other people an opportunity
cernfor accuracy, etc.
to respond. Editorial judgment does not consist of making sure an of the Advocate its disappointTo the extent that the resolument in the low quality of the
article complies with what we feel is the truth.
tion
came as an indirect attack
newspaper
this
year.
It
affirms
Prof. Weaver has said we should not have printed Prof. Ba~zhafs
on the articles which appeared
article because Prof. Banzhaf was an interested party in the faculty its belief that the paper can
in the Advocate, neither author
meeting. Instead, he feels we should have printed an objective provide a valuable service to its
was
given any notice whatsoever.
readers,
but
only
if
a
high
level
account of what occurred at the meeting.
The Advocate, was to be conof effort, editorial judgment and
. Unfortunately,
the Advocate does - not have a large staff 'of concern for accuracy is displaydemned for bad judgment
in
reporters to cover school events. Moreover, it would have been ed by the Editors and Staff.
publishing articles which, while
difficult for a student to report on the 'meeting, since students were
possibly embarrassing,
may in
specifically excluded from the meeting.
fact be true or at least represent
By a. strange coincidence,
the
More importantly, we do not see anything wrong with printing
the honest views of responsible
most recent issue of the AdvoProf. Banzhafs view of the meeting. Even the Post and the Times cate featured
members
of the law school
three
articles
will print' articles of opinion by people involved in a controversy. If critical of. the faculty. Two, by
community. Neither the Advoanyone, including Prof. Weaver, has a different idea. about what this author, argued that the
cate nor the authors ,were to be
occurred at the meeting, they are welcome to express this in the faculty acted improperly in the
given any opportunity to defend
Advocate.
selection of new faculty memor even to inform: the faculty
bers, and that the so-called
was asked to vote in blissful
Prof. Weaver has stated that his resolution was really aimed at the
anonymous grading system actignorance of die truth or falsity
general quality of the paper, and it was merely an, unfortunate
ually makes
it possible
for
of the charges made m the'
coincidence that the resolution was introduced at this time.
faculty members to discriminate
articles.
'
Even if this statement is true, we feel the Advocate does not
in
grading.
A
third
article,
by
Although
the
faculty
has not
deserve the faculty's censure.
hesitated
to vote in blissful
Before evaluating our paper, it should be kept in mind that the .Mervin A. Marshall, the newly-elected Vice Chairperson of the
ignorance
In the ..past, sueh
Advocate has always had serious problems in obtaining copy. While
Black
American Law Student
condu~ wC!uld h~ve been partiwe feel students want to read the Advocate, most students are
Association
(BALSA), .argued
cular~y mappropnate
here where
reluctant or too busy to write for the Advocate.
that
there
had
in
fact
been
the
First
Amendment
rights of a
Within this limitation, we feel the Advocate has done a decent job.
student
newspaper
to speak
Although we have come out less frequently this year, the paper has discrimination in grading directout-:- and of students to leamgenerally been longer; one issue was the'Iongest in the history of the ed against Black students.
Aside from it. being a most
~ereat
sta~e. If-as
a federal
paper.
bizarre manner
in which to J~dge has Just ruled-even'
a
regpond to honest and responWe have tried to make the paper. more innovative. We have
high s~hool paper can publish
sible criticism, the motion was
printed stories and poetry, and articles by organizations such as
an article related to sex, why
offered despite a faculty rule
BALSA,DC Pirg, Women's Rights Organization, and the National
should
a.ny member
of. the
which requires -that matters to
Lawyer's Guild.
.
faculty object ~o an artic~e which
be discussed at faculty meetings
We have printed investigative reporting, including several articles
dared to note ~ln connection with
be placed on an agenda distrithat were followed up by the Hatchet.
a relevant point) that an adult
In the main, we have tried to stimulate controversy, because we
feel that it is healthy to openly discuss matters of disagreement . .If
anyone is displeased over what is printed in the paper, they should
respond by expressing their views to us, not by censuring the paper.
Prof. Weaver and others should remember the command ofthe
First Amendment: "congress shall make no law ... abridging freedom
of speech or of the press .. .". We submit that the National Law
.Center of all places should hold sacred this guarantee.

By Prof. John Banzhaf

,!,,~mber o.fthe faculty is actually
living WIth and (Oh, God
fo.rbidl) probably
having sex
. WIth another adult?
Have we learned nothing at
all? Haven't we yet learned that
the re.medy for "~n':Orrect"
speech lS not to try to lDtlmidate
the newspaper, but rather
'to
counter
it
with
"correct"
speech? Members of the faculty
who disagree with any article
could write their own in rebuttal.
Strangely, those most critical of
the articles seem to be unable or
. unwilling to refute them on the
basis of the facts presented.
Alternatively, they might wish
to adopt a technique frequently
used at other law schools-a
public discussion or debate. This
author
would be happy to
discuss the statements made in
his article at a public meeting
sponsored by the S.B.A., Advocate, or any other responsible
group. Mr. Marshall has advised
this author that he would be
more than willing to discuss his
point of view at a public forum.
Would those who object to the
articles be willing to join us? Are
there faculty members willing to
come forward
with facts to
refute the statements
in the
articles they allege lack "concern for accuracy"?
The maker of the motion
condemning the Advocate seems
to feel that it was bad editorial
judgment and lack of concern
for accuracy for the paper to
publish a highly critical article
without investigating the subject
for itself, and presenting a
well-balanced
article on the
subject by a student reporter.
Such a motion overlooks several
important points. First, almost
every major news media regularIy presents signed articles which
present the viewpoints of the
author and not of the publica./
to pg. 5 .
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.Letters To .Editor: Discrimination At 'GW?
.

Schimel

- No

Discr imina tion

by Richard E. Schimel
. The Fact that the percent~ge of
In order thatmy intentions in minority students at the Nationwriting this reply not be miscon- al Law Center does not reflect
strued, I wish to state at the the percentage of minority citioutset that I am both aware of zens in the U.S~population does
and concerned by the existence not prove that minorities are
of racial discrimination in many getting a raw deal at G.W. It
facets of American life. I am in might very well reflect the fact
total agreement with the D.C. that a smaller percentage, of
Human Rights Law, Kenneth minority students apply to law
Culp Davis, and even Melvin A. school than whites, or even that
Marshall that as a general a smaller percentage of the
notion "discretion. must. be minority population attends colstructured and limited to achieve lege than whites. Using" Mr.
both the appearance and the Marshall's form oflogic, the fact
reality of fairness." What con- that, hypothetically, 500/0of the
cerns me, however, is Mr. U.S. population is less than .
Marshall's specific allegation of 6'0", and only 100/0 of the,
racial discrimination at the players in the National BasketNational Law Center and what ball Association are less than
to me are his unsatisfactory 6'0",. this necessarily implies
attempts to prove its existence.
. that the NBA discriminates
against short people.
First of all, a minor and someFurthermore, the fact that the
what technical point. McDonnel
Center instituted the anonymous
Douglas Corp v. Green,..411 U.S. grading system after complaints
792 (1973) is an EEOC case. I had been filed' by black and
was not aware of the fact that Hispanic students does' not
the Equal Employment Oppor- prove that the previous grading
tunity Act applied to students policies were indefensible. At the
paying to receive an education.
time, I' am confident that the
Secondly, another technical
point. I am not at a1l sure,
.assuming that there is diseHmination in grading at G.W., that
a violation of the D.C. Human
Rights Law exists on that basis.
Section 17.1 of that statute,'
which deals with educational institutions, prohibits discrimination only with respect to (l) use
and access. to facilities and (2)
admission procedures. As such,
the alleged discrimination would
not be illegal under the D.C.
Code.
The above should not be
interpreted as implying that I
would condone such discrimination, if proven, simply because it
did not contravene the law. Certainly the Law Center must live
up to' certain uncodified moral
standards. If this is the gravamen of Mr. Marshall's article, I
approve of it entirely. ,
My basic gripewith Mr. Marshall is that his "proof' of discrimination
involves nothing
more than stating a series of
facts which by no stretch of the
imagination constitute substantive evidence' of discrimination.
Mr. Marshall seems content to
layout
his facts, and then
append them with a cryptic
"Why?" which we, as docile
readers, are supposed to answer
by yelling "Discrimination!" to
the faculty and the administratiori.
Well, I for one refuse to be
docile-not because I know for a
fact that there is no discrimination in grading, but because I
believe that Mr. Marshall's logic
is questionable, at the very least.

~No Discrimination
~Pr~f. Robinson
",

Administration was attempting
to achieve "both the appearance
and the reality of fairness." The
previous procedure could have
very well been defensible, but To the Editor
Third, Mr. Marshall states
simply not the best system. The
I am disturbed at the article in
that the anonymous grade sys- ,
rationale of Rule 407 of the . the ~ebruary 15 Advocate by
tem was adopted following the
Federal Rules of Evidence, deal- Melvin A. Marshall alleging
filing of a complaint by minority
ing with subsequent remedial racial. discrimination at our
students, thus tacitly conceding
measures, is opposite here.
school because I believe it to be
discrimination. . In fact, the
The fact that minority grades factually grossly inaccurate, deanonymous system substantially
r b
hd t th
moralizing to minority students
preceded the filing complaint.
a e unc e
oge er over a and unfair to the faculty.
. '
narrower and somewhat lower
,The actual chronology was as
range than those of whites does
First, Mr. Marshall implies follows: For many years the law
not necessarily prove that some, that minority applicants are school had had only a very small
sort of conspiracy exists. I would disproportionately denied. ad- number of. minority students.
like to know just what Mr. mission because we have slightly Following the assassination of
Marshall means when he says fewer minority students properDr. Martin Luther King, the
that "admissions standards for " tionately to the entire student faculty decided without dissent
minorities ,are
functionally
body than is the' percentage of . to make a special effort to assist
equivalent to those for whites."
minority persons in the genera/in
the legal training of a
It impresses. me as sublime
population. The fact is that we substantial number of members
naivete to presume that the facts
admit applicants without regard .of minority groups. More favorof DeF'unis v. Odegaard exist - for race (or sex) in our general able admission' criteria were·
only at the University of, Washadmission program and in addi- applied to such successfully
ington. It would be extremely tion provide different and more undertake law school work than
helpful to compare an objective favorable, recruitment, admis- those students who came here
evaluator such as' the predicted
sion, .and financial requirements
under. the general admission
1st year grades for minority and
in our minority program.
.
program. Some of the faculty
nonminority students, which are
Second, Mr. Marshall states have conceded that th-ey at.
. to pg. 6
that admission criteria for mi- tempted to grade minority stunoritystudentsis
"functionally
dents more sympathetically until
equivalent" to those for others anonymous grading was later
and therefore somewhat lower instituted, at student request. It
average grades indicates discri-, was Oldy after grades 'were
mination. Actually, the admis- distributed underthe
..anony.sion critieria for the minority mous system that theH.E. W.
me to hold my beliefs' in' secret.
admission program from which complaint was filed. More reThe elimination of illegal racial
most (but not a11)of our minority cently, grades of minority studiscrimination is of the highest
students come are significantly dents have risen as the quality of
national priority. All aspects of more favorable to minority available' minority applicants
illegal racial discrimination tear
applicants than are the criteria has improved. I do. not know
at the very foundations of our
applied to the general admission whether general grade inflation
civil society. We cannot hope to
program. The predicted first is also a factor. It is sobvious,
begin to assuage the fears and to
year average of minority. stu- however, that some members of
address the legitimate concerns ,dents
(computed from' the .the faculty give few low grades.
of all parties involved until we LSAT,
the
undergraduate
So long as there isa special
engage in a relatively logical,
school,llOd grades) correlates program, however, it is expectemotionless manner. That is the
with the actual grades as well as able' that some differential in
primary reason why I wrote the
does the prediction for other average
performance
will
article.
students.
appear.
In terms of total range of
performance, minority graduates have been among our best.
A famous example is presently
in the cabinet of the President of
the United States. ,.
Our law school has made a
giant effort to attract minority
students to its educational program. Some would call it
affirmative discrimination, although an effort has been made
to add these persons to those
admitted in the general program
rather than subtract from the
latter. The effort is particularly
remarkable given' the limited
financial resources of this private university.
Ihave written as an individual
member of the faculty in order
to attempt to supply accurate
factual .information, realizing
that the matter is one of
sensitivity and concern, but
believing that the truth is in the
long run the most valuable "to all
of us.
Prof. Robinson

Marshall~s Reply
by Melvin A. Marshall
In re: Response to my article
•'Racial Discrimination at the
National Law Center"
,The empty emotional intensity
of some of the responses to my
article is proof that in the
sensitive area of racial discrimination a faithful and strict
adherence to pre-existing legal
standards is necessary.
There is some confusion about
what I said. I do not equate a
finding of illegal racial discrimination with a finding of racism.
The two concepts must not be
confused. Racism is a philosophy about the world; an idea
and therefore constitutionally
protected. While different treat-.
ment of people of different races
for legitimate reasons is not
proscribed, when the different
treatment is not validly explained, it is illegal.
Morality and legality must not
be confused. Morality deals with
an individual's relationship with
God, and is strictly personal.
Legality on the other hand
concerns itself with the regulation of social conduct, in
democratic societies, hence legality always conforms to. the
lowest common demoninator.
Morality strives for the highest
personal achievement; hence is
undemocratic.
Finally, while I do believe that
fears of retaliation against outspoken blacks have some justification in fact, it would be the
highest personal hypocrisy for

\
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SBA Reports Large
I, Election .T'urnout

NLG Berates' Rights COIDID'n

liquor license £or9O days.
from pg. 1
ending discrimination. The GenOne individual contacted by
number of Washington gay bars, eralCounsel demanded to know
the Guild Anti-Sexism CommitIn 1972 a coalition of gay why "Racial discrimination is
tee described how he had gone to
activists picketed a gay super- such a bigger problem in your
the
Office to file a complaint
In the SBA election conducted
ed secretary, Janie Erdenberger bar, but were unable to get the society than in straight society." .
and was told that his complaints
on February 17, 1977, over SOO was appointed Chairman of the bar owner to .sign a written :The 'same'. General Counsel
would not be received because
students voted, constituting one Book Exchange, and Chuck Mill agreement pledging himself to a. agreed to take the bat man~ger
"the Office already has enough
non-discriminatory admissions off the case as a responsible
of the largest percentages of the was appointed Parliamentarian.
complaints
against the Grand
student body voting in many
According
to
President policy. A major' problem in .pa':'!y, despite the fact tha~ the
Central
and
doesn't need any
dealing
with
race
and
sex
bar
manager
was
also
President
years. For the first time in recent Beardsworth, he hopes the -largmore."
At
one
point the Office
discrimination
has
been
the
fact
of
the
corporation
owning
the
memory there was a spirited
er organization will keep the
stopped taking complaints and
campaign, complete with post- . office open longer and make the that .bar owners have usually bar and had said at the meeting
instead took affidavits from 8
ers, issues and advertisements.
SBAmore
accessible to the been able to count on the that he was personally responindividuals
who wanted to file
reluctance
of
customers
to
file
sible
for
the.
bar's
admissions'
Also, for the first time in many students. Two of the large
complaints; Because their affiyears, a first year student was problem. areas have been as- complaints with government a- policies and did not intend to
davits were never assigned docelected SBA President.
.
.
gencies for fear ; of exposing change them. the General CounJohn Beardsworth was elected signed to second year reps. themselves as gay people.
ket numbers, these individuals
.
sel
did
not
consult
with
the
Anyone with a vending problem
. A number of the complain- . complainants on his decision or were never formally included in
SBA Presidentfor the 1977-1978 should see ElliotArditti, anyone
the case and never received
term. Working with him will be with a locker problem should see ants. feel that the commission's explain the legal consequenses
notice of the. hearing which the
. John Mavricos, Day Vice-Presi- Chuck Moll or leave them a note action was achieved in spite of, of it to them. Although the
D.C.
Commission on. Human
rather
than
with
the
help
of,
the
Office's
investigative
reports
dent, and Don Bandler, Night in the SBA office' in 101-A
Rights held in August; 1976.
Vice-President. In addition, El- Bacon Hall. The SBA is also Office of Human Rights. Under co.ntaine? a state~ent from the
liot Arditti,Chuch Moll, & Stu providing refunds in the Infor- Title 34, the local human rights corporation president that he The hearing which the D.C.
Rights held in August, 1976.
Wessler were elected second year mation-Records office for money law passed in 1973,the Office of intended on going out of busirepresentatives, Rich Byrne, .. lost in the Macke. and Pepsi Human Rights is supposed to' ness and openin~ anothe~ bar if . The three member panel of Commissioners assigned to the case
Paul Newman, & Jim Klausner machines.
represent citizens who bring the Office continued with the
-were elected third year represen~descrimination - complaints by cases, it tiik the Office more the dismissed the actions brought by
tatives, while Bill Feeney was
those who did not attend the
In the immediate future, the investigating complaints and 18 months to schedule a hearing
elected night representative.
SBA isplanning an issues forum trying toconciliate them, or by in the case. By that time, the hearing.
Pres. Beardsworth has also' on March 23rd, apre-registraBecause of the Office's .errors
turning them over to 'the Com- corporate president, who claim- chosen the members of the tion panel for first 'year students mission on Human Rights, the edto
be responsible for the in representing the complainExecutive Council.. In addition prior to pre-registration, a semi- quasi-judicial body that hears' admissions' policies, had left the. ants and the Office's long delays
to the President - and the two formal. dinner-dance on April cases and hands down decisions.
corporation and opened up in bringing the case before the
elected Vice Presidents, Russ IS, a softball tournament the
Human RightsComm. a' numComplainants described seri-: another bar in the city..
Ashley was .appointed Admini- second and third weekends of ous. errors, long . delays and
Although there is a specific ber-of complainants sought the
strative Vice-President. In this April, as well as a Friday after- insensitivity which characterized
requirement in Title 34 that the help of the Guild's Anti-Sexism
position, he will be in charge of noon. beer kegs on the Law . the handling of their cases bythe Office decide within 120 days Committee.
group _consisting
course evaluation and curricular School terrace in April. SBA is Office of HumanRights. At one after a complaint is filed whe- of staff attorney Joe Stewart and
activities. . Sam Malizia was also working on implementation
conciliationineeting which the ther or not there is probable
law students Barbara Wechsler, '
appointed Executive Vice-Presi- of the Curriculum Committee's Office held with complainants
cause to credit the complaint,
Sue Mele-Sernovitz, Steve Bull
dent and will be in charge of proposal..as well as investigating and the bar manager, the the Office took nearly 8 months and Step May prepared the
student activities and services. the possibility of conducting a General Counsel of the Office to make this determination in complainants cases and argued
Bill Booth was appointed Treas- complete reevaluation of the chastised the. complainants who the Grand Central case.
them before the Commission.
urer, Donna Malin was appoint- curriculum. .
.
had sought the Office's help in
In August of 1975, the Office
. Commenting on the awarding
of
nearly $2900 in attorney's fees'
turned the complaints over to
the D.C. Alchohol Beverage Joe Stewart noted that "if the
Control Board. Despite the fact Office of Human Rights continthat and ABC hearing was ues to be a stumbling block in
scheduled, the Office did not handling cases, - complainants
contact the complainants about can at least seek' out private
the hearing. Based on testimony attorneys to more effectively
reegarding violations of ABC represent them," .
regulations and on testimony
For further information on
regarding . the descriminatory
the case, contact Joe Stewart,
policies of the bar, the ABC (202) 483-0380 or write NLG,
Board suspended the bar's 509 CSt., NE, Wash DC, 20002.
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DON'T FORGET!
Sign up now for the

Early-Bird·Course. .

(:,

Th~ GWU Bookstore
will be

CLOSED
March 14 through' 18
.for recarpetlng

For further information

contact:

{OOJ.[[f)n1909 KSt.,N.W-833-3080

we

will reopen March 21

Have a nice Spring Break
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Banxhaff Addresses
Faculty Resolution
from pg. 2
tion itself. Would the faculty
condemn the editorial iudgment
of the New York .Times for
running articles by William
Safire, or the Washington papers for articles by_ William
Buckley, Mary McGrury, etc.?
Secondly, students" over their
objection were banned from the
meeting by an overwhelming
vote of the faculty. It would seem
to be the height of hypocrisy to
ban a newspaper representative
from attending a meeting, and
then to criticize the newspaper
from being forced to rely on a
signed article by' someone who
was actually at the meeting;
Thirdly, any suggestion that
the only time a critical signed
article can be run in the
Advocate is when it is accompanied by a well-researched,
carefully balanced report prepared by an Advocate
staff
reporter would, in fact mean, a
return to the worst kind of
innocuous pablum. Advocate
staff members are not compen-.
sated in any way for their work,
nor do they achieve the type of
status' that the law review work
brings. For these reasons they

The SBA hopes to soon
,
offer a newiservice
to
students: ride boards. There
will-be two types: a commuter ride board for people
traveling daily to the from
tion as to qualifications sought
school, and a long distance
by judges, importance of reride board for weekend
search, and writing experience, . travel.
_differences in clerkships at
The ride sheets will ask
various courts, answers to the
students to fill in all relevant
question "What does a law clerk
information such as: name,
to a judge do?," etc.
address, telephone, destina. Second year students are
tion, departure date, and
',advised that there will be only
departure location. There
one round of interviews during
will be a separate sheet for
1977' and these will occur -in
persons who need rides and.
mid-April.
Applications
for
persons who need riders.
these interviews are due in the
The long distance ride sheets
Placement Office on or before
will be designated by" geoMarch 15. Late applications will
graphical arearvi,e, New
not be accepted.
York,' Pennsylvania, New
Students may obtain inform aJersey, New England, West,
tion and applications from the I-South. Separate commuter
Placement Office-Bacon Hall .: ride sheets will also be
200. If you have any questions
designated by geographical
after reading the materials,'
areas.
please feel free to see Ms. Hiner..: ' 1..,-__
-"-__
,.--.......
"

First and second year students
who may be considering applyare forced to rely to a large ing for a judicial clerkship are
extent on articles contributed b~y invited to, the Law Center's.
members of the law school Clerkship Committee Inform acommunity. The solution to any tion Meeting in Stockton Hall,
problems with such articles is Room lO'at4 p.m. on Wedhes~
not to ban them, but rather for day, March 9, 1977.
faculty members or others who
Associate Dean Potts, Chair_ disagree to write articles of their
man of the Clerkship Committee
own.
'., "
wilImoderate a panel composed
'In
closing, to avoid any . ·of two 1976 graduates who are
possible misunderstanding, I do currently clerking for judges and
not agree with most of Mr. two 1977 graduates who will tell
Marshall's charges; But, instead
oftheir experiences of applying,
of trying to intimidate him or the-interviewing,
etc. Ms. Hiner,
media which carries his words, I Director .of Placement, will
would meet his. arguments with dicuss the mechanics of particiarguments of my own-as I have . patingin the Clerkship Commitdone on one occasion in the tee's evaluation procedures.
pages ofthe Advocate in connec-The purpose of the panel is to
. tion with a similar matter.
provide, students with informaStudents know little about
what goes on at this law school.
If they knew more, they would
be even more concerned, angri-,
,er, and probably more discontented. The Advocate may be far
Red Cross.·
from the greatest. school newspaper one has ever seen, but. it
does at least have the potential
for keeping students inform~d:
Students should strongly resist
: any attempts to muzzle or
intimidate it.
~

SUMMER
LAW STUDY·
in

·~.~;:~t7l

'..

SBA Sponsors
Dinner.::Dance
The Student Bar Association
will be sponsoring a semi-formal
dinner dance open to all law
students, faculty, and their
guests on friday, April. 15 at
Blackie's House ·of Beef. The
Dinner Dance is a semi-formal
affair; men are asked to wear a
suit or jacket (no tuxedo required) and women to wear a
long dress, or other suitable
cocktail attire. Blackie's is located at 1217 Twenty-second
Street, N.W., at the -corner of
twenty second street and M
Street.
A buffet dinner will be served
from the approximate hours of 8
to 10 p.m., from 10 p.m. until 2
a.m. a dance band' will be
playing in a room adjacent to the
banquet room. Guests. will be
able to dance on a ,large dance
floor located on the second floor
terrace. Three cash bars will be .
dispersed through the lounging
and dancing area.

SBA RIDE BOARD

Interested In A
,Judicial Clerkship

Tickets will be sold in the SBA
office and on the first floor of
.Stockton during the last week in
March and the first week in
April. Tickets will cost $20 per
couple ($10 per person); tickets
for approximately 100 couples
(200 persons) will be available .
and sold on a first-come-first:
served basis. Ticket sales will be
well advertized in advance, and
the SBA urges that all persons
purchases their tickets early to.
assurethemselves a space.
The SBA· also hopes to
sponsor Happy Hours on the
outside patio behind Stockton.
Coffee House entertainment and'
beer will be available to all
wishing to take a break between
or after their classes.
Any . 'person interested 'in, ,
helping to work on students
activities orservices,are
asked'
to.leave their names at the SBA
office or contact Sam Malizia.

Guadalajara

Oxford
Paris'

~Get them from the Travel Office n

n
U

Gr~und Floor' Marvin center:~;
659-2968 Open 9-5 Mon. - Fri.

",,-

U

For information:
Prof. H. lazerow.-·University
of San
Diego School of Law, Alcala Park, San
Diego, California 92110.·
'

bc~x:::::=::x~x:::::=::xx:::::=::xx:::::=::x
~

(OO]fJbn annouI1ces'its early sign"UP
cisCOUnt~Enroll in the ~mmer

bar'review

courseS before April 1St and SAVE!,
-

.'

~.

COURSE

BEFORE ~PR.1 AFTER APR.l

D.C.

$300 +
$290 +
$220 +
$240 +
$170 +

VA.'

MD.
PA.
!'IS

A $20.00 d~
win
reserve your place at .
the pre-April 1st price.

$25
$320 +
$25
$310+
$25 . $245 +
$25 ,. $265+
$25
$185 +

(THE $25 IN EACH CASE IS THE
REFUNDABLE BOOK DEPOSIT,)

For further ·information contact:
1909 K St., N.w.-833-3080

OOJ..flbn

$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
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WISDOM is•••

Schimel:N o Discrimination
frompg.3
compiled by the admissions
office, with the actual first year
grades of those groups, to see if a
disparity exists 'at that juncture.
The fact that a disproportionate part of the minorities ,at
the Center come from first rate
undergraduate universities' does.
not prove that their grades

should fall over the same range
The fact that the number of
as the student .body as a whole. minority students was reduced
, Undergraduate education does the year after the complaint over
not occur by osmosis-s-the fact grading policies was filed by
that one enters for example, an black and Hispanic students
Ivy League school does not mean does not prove a causal connec'that. one necessarily leaves a -tion. Post hoc ergo propter hoc is
scholar. (As a graduate •of a classic example offaulty logic.
Princeton University, I've noted
Mr. Marshall asserts that his
this myth on, numerous oc- proof of discrimination at the
casions.)
Law Center now shifts the

burden to the Faculty to explain
grade disparity. I submit that no
such shifting should occur until
a prima facie case has been
' delineated, a requirement which
Mr. Marshall has yet tp satisfy. I
honestly and sincerely wish him
good luck in his quest for evidence, and hope that this reply
will serve some constructive
purpose.

gMng
to the

March

of
Dimes

FOR THE 1977
NEWYORK
BAR EXAM

I\narlOO Inc

barrevlew
course

--

--

MARINO IS
COMPREHENSIVE
Teaching & Review
of Substantive and
Procedural New York Law
• Marino Library of
New York State Law
• Short Form
Preparation
• Problem Integration
and Analysis '
.Essay Writing'
Workshop
• Programmed
Learning
• Mini-Bar
Examination
and
Review
~

'".

• Model Bar
Examination Book

'National Town Meeting

FOR INFORMATION
CONTACT

I\narlOO

Inc

barreVI8W
course

53 HILTON AVENUE
GARDEN CITY,N.Y.1153

TEL: 516-24S-3995
STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVES:
George Wasington
Law School
Barbara Robinsbn-JacksoJi,
202-462-6974

We've come a long wa y since
town meetings were an
integral part of life in
America. In the early days of
the nation, people had a chance
to express their opinions at
these meetings. And they
made good use of the
opportunity.
\Ve feel the kind of personal
contact that marked town
meetings in the
formative years of our nation
should not pass from the scene.

in 1974,isourwayof
promoting open discussion of
vital issues.
.

Ron Nessen and George
'
E. Reedy, dean of the College
of Journalism, Marquette
University. Moderator.is
syndicated columnist
Martha Angle.

The standard format is
simple: Two principal
speakers have theirsav on a
particular subject, and then
Do the participants ever,
the audience is invited to ask
agree?
Occasionally, but
questions. At meetings over
that's
not
important. For
the last three years, citizens
National
Town
Meeting, we
queried such guests as former
go
along
with
Thomas
Senators Eugene McCarthy
Jefferson's call: "For God's
and Sam ,Ervin, Margaret
sake, let us freely hear both
-Mead, Masters and Johnson,
sides."
and Coretta Scott King,
among others.
.., So take in a town meeting.
They're held every
Wednesday, March 23, at
\Vednesday at 10 :30 A.M. at
10 :30 A.M. atthe John F.
the John F. 'Kennedy Center.
Kennedy Center, the topic is
They're
lively. They're
"The Carter Administration,
interesting.
And they're free.
The Press and The Public":'
And the scheduled guests are
journalists Pierre Salinger and
<

Sure, America is a different
country today-spanning
a
continent and counting more
than 200 million inhabitants.
But that doesn't mean people
nolongercareaboutgoou
government or problems of
national concern. National
Town Meeting, which began

Howard Law SchoolFarrell Don Tate,
301-588-063
301-588-0163
Antioch Law SchoolJoan Johnson,
202-265-9500

\
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SUMMER SESSION I
IIAMI 01' COUll.

HOFS, TRA-·
LAW

May 25· July ~

'INIIUII
- CIlIDnI

Lep1 Ettda
CoafllctolLaws
Eyldeace.4
FlIIIIi1JLa"
ladlyldallncotDe Tall
LeaIl1I_
Ia Public

R==T~

SCHOOL -"

. '.+

3
4
3

CrimiaIII ~
I
Laud Use P1aaaIaI '
-.......
0rpDluII0a

<;'oastitadoul La" I
Lep1 R..,.ubll1ty

3
3

COIDmedaJ P.,er

'Summer
Program
1977

DUll
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

3
3
3
3
3
3
4

Reaiedlet
Secured TnmactloM

(

I
,3

.......

--, ,
'ACULTf'"

Monroe Freedmaa
AaroIl'henki
Abraham OnIowr
John Grqory
Stuart Filler
Joha Grqory

Prof. Hermaa Hillmaa
Prof. Ma1adIy Mahon
Prof. Ma1adIy Mahan
~of. AIaa Remic~
Prof. Leon Friedmaa
Prof. Roaald Silwnaaa
Prof. Jao Deutsch
Prof. of lAw.
y.u-lAw ScltoDl
Prof. Jao DeutICh
Prof. Jao Deutsch

_ IIDd Ibe Corporadolt
(
)

SUMMER SESSION"

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION:
HOFSTRA

SCHOOL OF LAW
(516) 560-3636

1IOF'SlM*
UNlVERSDY
HEMPSTEAD,

NEW

-Prodaets Liablllt)' ,Labor'La"
AdYaaced Procedan
DebtOr· Creditor
Entertaiameat La"
Semiur Ia TriII1 A ....~
CoastItutIoaaI La" II
Wills, Trwu

July 1· August 15

•

aod Estates

YOM 11550

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

Prof. Aaron

Twenki .
Prof. Eric: SdImertz
Prof. Eric:, Lane
Prof. AIaa Remick
Prof. Joseph Bianco
Prof. Lawrcoce Kessler
Prof. Arthur Boafaeld
Prof. of lAw. Uniwnity
of /OWII Co/kg. of lAw
Prof. John Sciullo.
Prof. of lAw. DuquuM
. Uniwrrily Scllool of lAw

wijt Abullralt
The Advocate needs editors and staff for next year. No
experience required. Anyone interested should submit an article
(typed) to The Advocate office"(basement of~acon) by April 1
and show up at this office the afternoon of Apnl3 to help put the
paper together.,
-"
The ADVOCATE also needs a business manager for next
year. This is a paid position..
.
Contributions to the CIRCLE will also be appreciated.

BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOO'L
CLASSESIII SILVER SPRING~
'WHEATON, MARYLAND
-

,

.

-

MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Cour•••

commence March 29 and Jun. 1, 1971

~egistra~ions are now being ~aken

For' July, - 1977 bar exam
FOR FURTHER 'INFORMATION
CONTACT: .
rltomas LBei.It,

".".riclc A•• Gait•• r.'.", Mar,Ia." 20760
Phone.. 948-6555 or 460-8350

570 IIort.
"This is the most ridiculous newspaper I've seen;'

II••

.;.-.
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,
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Post 'PressIllan,i ,To
..

D,C.PIRG ..Reports
~.:On:Em ployment.
_.'.,:;,

.",

'",

,-

. Host 'Discussion"
'

".

"_.

".;':..

...

e""'

'

,-

Local. •The pressmen, charged
from pg. 1
they refuse to serve blacks or ' , actually deal with-the job-seeker)
,-by Brad Stetler
with rioting and damaging the
discriminatory job orders. Bald- 'women, butthat they perpetuate' as well as owners; and reform or
On March 9 at 12:30 in Room Post's presses, are, in effect,
win also seemed unaware of the past vocational patterns which abolition of the commission
30 of Stockton Hall there will be ' being criminally prosecuted for,' more subtle patterns of discrimi- "have kept women and minorities, system. -'/
'a discussion of the case of the their participation in the current
nation practiced by employment in subservient ,positions; The
While the final form of the bill
Washington' Post Pressmen, in strike against the Post which
agencies. According to numer- legislation to deal with such is still uncertain,reform-minded
which 15 members of Local 6 of started in October, 1975.
ous counselors DC PIRG has discrimination is already on the legislation is likely to be enacted the International Printing and,
The investigation of this
interviewed." it is common for 'books. What is now necessary is by theCity Council within six
Graphic Communications Un- strong and vocal union .by the
agencies to classify- applicants, vigorous efforts to enforce the months. Unfortunately, such
ion were indicted "by a federal U.S. Attorney's Office has suenot merely according to job ,existing law by the.DiC, Office, accomplishments
must
be
grand jury last year. Kit Gage of ceeded in disrupting, the strike
skills but also according to race of Human Rights.
viewed with skepticism. Not that
the, Local 6 Defense Committee and has resulted in the indict.
or sex; Often this is accomThe one, bright spot for con- ,legislation is unimportant. But it
and one of the indicted press- ment of what were clearly minor
plished by coding the applica-sumersamong
District agencies :is~erely
one step in dealing
men will speak on the defense of acts of vandalism by the strikers:
tions or even by using different is the D.C. Consumer Protection with abuses of the public. The
this political case which' was Adverse, publicity generated by
colored cards to make racial or, Agency. Its Director, Edith most skillfully drafted legislarescheduled' for trial for April distorted accounts of the strike
sexual distinctions.
Barksdale Sloan, offered strong tioncan be rendered meaning1&
' ,
in the Post has been a key
DC PIRG's research has also support for tighter regulation of less .by incompetent . enforceelement in 'the union-busting
confirmed the findings of 'the employment agencies at the City ment, Whether because of lack
The Washingtoii Post's cameffort. The upcoming trial is Maryland Public Interest Re- Council hearings, and pledged of competence, lack of will, or
paign to destroy Local '6 of the
certain to be a-symbol of classic
search Group. MaryPIRG found firm enforcement efforts by her lack of resources, there have
pressmen's union was greatly
resistance to such corporate- ,that
the jobs referred to women agency onbehalf.of
any con" been too many instances where
helped by this federal' indictgovernment
repression.
','
applicants
were
830/0 clerical and sumer complaints received by D.C. citizens have been denied
ment of these members' of the
i~17%
management. Men with her office. Unfortunately, her adequate enforcement programs
identical qualifications were.re- office has no jurisdiction over working on their behalf.
"
ferredto
10% clerical, 90% cases of discrimination.
management. Here in the Dis- _ Councilmembet.Wilson's pro..An effort is currently under way to establish a Credit Union at
trict,D~
PIRG found that' posed bill will go a 1011gway
The George Washington University. In order to accomplish this
women inquiring at employment toward' improving the existing
and to receive a charter" it is necessary to ascertain that there is ,',' agencies were usually questioned ' ' regulations. However, during the
interest in such a project at the University. If you would be
-about their office skills, while ",hearings on the legislation, DC
interested in having a credit union and would be a potential
'professional jobs were most' PIRG did suggest change!' which
member, please contact Cynthia Wolff,' Veterans Services
often discussed with males.
included: fee limitations; licen, WALK FOR DIMES
Office, fifth floor, Rice Hall (phone 676-7218)." ,
Thus the charge against un- sure requirements for employemployment agencies is not that ment agency counselors (who
/
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